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About This Content

Oban Airport (EGEO) is situated on the idyllic coast of Scotland and offers views such as the one across Ardmucknish Bay
towards the Isle of Mull.

The airport (also known as North Connel Airfield) lies 5.8 miles (9.3 km or 5 NM) northeast of Oban in Argyll and Bute,
Scotland and has a CAA licence as a commercial airport offering scheduled flights to the Isles of Colonsay, Islay, Coll and
Tiree. Historically it was a WWII RAF airfield for planes such as the Hurricane, and also Oban Bay was home to the RAF

Sunderland and Catalina flying boats.

Oban Airport, from developer Sim720, has been crafted as a match for the real world airport. It features a high-resolution
ground polygon model, high quality photo-real textures and custom made and placed buildings. Realism outside the airport

boundary is also enhanced with custom auto-generated buildings.

The add-on includes many additional features that greatly enhance the experience of pilots - accurate taxiway support, custom
night-lighting and improved runway lights make take-off and landing very immersive, and when pilots have touched down an

extensive range of 3D objects, including airport clutter and static aircraft, add realism.

This add-on includes a separate configurator tool which enables you to configure settings such as AI traffic and scenery
compatibility. This tool can be accessed in the Steam client under the Library/Tools menu.

Please note, Oban Airport is also listed as North Connel in the game.
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Features

Photo-real layout and textures (30cm resolution within airport boundaries and 60cm resolution outside the boundaries)

High-resolution ground polygon

Hand placed hi-res buildings within airport boundaries

Custom auto-generated buildings outside the airport boundary

Extensive library of airport clutter

Accurate taxiway lanes

Custom made static aircraft

Custom night-lighting and improved runway lights

3D grass
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Having flown FSX since it was released and then coming to FSX:SE I was very pleased to be able to fly for 150 hours with
FSX:SE without any CDT. I have flown half way around the world in a Lancair and flown around many areas in the PMDG 737
NGX with no problems. I bought and installed this airport and now I can't even get passed 6% when it is loading scenery! I
waited for 15 minutes and still nothing. Tried the SIM720 tool and that didn't work as it said it couldn't find the folder! Out of
the box (downloaded) it doesn't work for me. For an add-on for FSX:SE I would hope that I wouldn't have to spend ages trying
to be able to fly from my new airport! Especially as some of the new fanbase may not wish to spend hours editing configs etc
liek we did with the Original version. After 150 hours of great fun, I now have a sim that I cannot get to work! Not
recommended!. Really!!?? have a look at the thumbnail in the dlc list for this scenery because that is exactly what your getting
there is nothing hidden that the whole lot right there . i have to laugh im trying so hard to keep up with this game and have all
the dlc but this has really made me have a good think . i cant believe it i dont think the people at the top actually check this out
before the put it up as dlc . pretty dissapointed guys 16 us is about 21 aud. Verry Good.. What a nice Scenery Addon!! I just
bought this DLC. And Played now. Pretty Smooth and Interesting place. 80% Discount! I'ts Great!. Great
I immediately bought this once I actually got back from visiting Oban and this is spot on the graphics are great and it comes with
some of the locations nearby I only wish that it actually came with Oban town for the price you pay and the problems that the
other reviews mentioned are now fixed and it is a shame I currently can find any Scotland terrain adding to go with it but other
than that I highly recommend it. i do not seem to have the scenery i just have the defult airport. This scenery makes the small
airport of Oban a very nice destination. It covers the airport itself plus some area around it, so when you are in the circuit, you
already have something interesting to see.
The buildings are well done with good looking textures, and there is even some movement of people on the airfield to bring the
place to life. It varies with the seasons, so it looks greener in summer, and has some snow in winter.
If you like to fly GA, this airport makes a nice base for some sightseeing trips of the neighborhood. There are several airfields
on 15-30 minutes flying time away, with a small GA aircraft.
Just I had a problem getting this airfield to work. With the scenery activated, my flight would load only until 6% and would stay
there. The solution to this problem is to download the SIM720 libs from the SIM720 website, to replace the SIM720 libs that
come with the DLC.
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